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A Note from the Editor

In an effort to make the MTAM Newsletter more accessible, I have adjusted the
text layout and added Alt Text on all images. This is long overdue, and I

apologize. I welcome feedback and ask for grace as I learn and inevitably make
mistakes. It is an honor to highlight the amazing work of Minnesota music

therapists! Thank you for trusting me to serve you in this role.

With gratitude,
Beth Engelking, MTAM Newsletter Editor
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A Note From the President’s Desk
    Greetings MTAM Members-

As I reflect upon our Fall conference, I am so grateful for our
time musicking together with Sarah M. Greer’s guidance and
support. Whether you attended synchronously or watched
and made music with the recording, it was wonderful to be in
the spirit of music with so many of you.

During the conference, Sarah spoke about intention and
power within music. I don’t have to tell you all about the
power of music and intention within music therapy sessions;
however, perhaps Sarah offers us a beautiful reminder that
our own music deserves intention, cultivation, and presence.
Music holds power for our own care in many of the same
ways that it holds power for the care of our clients and

service users. We carry music with us wherever we go; and music can carry us as well.

This winter, I will hold you in my musicking. It can be heavy to think about all we’ve gone
through collectively and individually since early 2020. I know many of you have faced
difficulties in your own lives in addition to pervasive trauma around the COVID-19
pandemic. I know many of your clients and colleagues (and perhaps you, yourself) have
experienced changes in priorities and relationships, as well as losses or chronic
stressors resulting from the pandemic, inequities due to race, and violence that has
disproportionately affected marginalized and minoritized communities. As I make music
in my own spaces, I will think of you with care, trusting the music can hold at least some
of what we’ve experienced.

I have had the honor of serving you in the role of president for the last two years, and I
look forward to serving as past president through 2023. I am honored to serve alongside
an incredible board who has worked with care and compassion to seek continuous
improvement of many aspects of our organization, and I know that Ericha Rupp will be
an incredible leader for what is to come with MTAM.

Thank you again for your support of your music therapy clients, colleagues, and MTAM
during this time. We encourage you to continue submitting your ideas, comments, and
feedback.

With Gratitude (and in Music), Ste���n�e

Stephanie Holman Hubbard, MA, MT-BC
President | Music Therapy Association of Minnesota
presidentmtam@gmail.com
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2022-2022 MTAM Board
Congratulations to our newly elected board members who will serve

from January 2022 through December 2023.

Past President President President Elect
Stephanie Hubbard Ericha Rupp Erin Heideman

Amber Stefan Melody Schuldt Taylor Baloga Loufek
Vice President Treasurer Secretary

Thank you to everyone who ran or considered running for
elected positions. If you are interested in being involved in
the MTAM Board, please contact Stephanie Hubbard at
presidentmtam@gmail.com

Ellie Mehr
Public Relations
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Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion Work
During the past few months, music therapists have drawn greater attention to the
systemic oppression and the many inequities that exist within our national
organizations. Music therapists have demanded change. On October 15, 2021 the
AMTA Assembly of Delegates passed the following motion, “Move that the membership
acknowledges our harmful current system and processes and each of our parts in it,
and that current board members and those on the ballot for the next election reflect on
their fitness regarding diversity, equity, inclusion, and justice to serve on the board at
this time. If they do not feel fit to serve, those members should resign or resign from
their candidacy.”

The Music Therapy Association of Minnesota acknowledges that we have never
intentionally implemented anti-oppressive or equitable practices. By staying quiet about
the inequity within our profession, MTAM has failed our community by not welcoming
and supporting all Minnesota music therapists, interns, and students. When George
Floyd was murdered on May 25, 2020, our community experienced horror and outrage.
Minnesota music therapists called on MTAM to publicly condemn racism and
oppression. MTAM released a statement and a list of action items to move toward
anti-racist allyship. We were called upon to do better, and we took that call to heart.

After many months of reflection, MTAM formed a DEI workgroup. Our mission is to
“Authentically engage in the process of changing the culture of Music Therapy
Association of Minnesota (MTAM) to reflect and include the diverse perspectives and
experiences of all music therapy professionals and students in Minnesota.” In July 2021,
the DEI workgroup met with Minnesota music therapists who self-identify as members
of minoritized groups. We humbly listened to their concerns, and we are grateful for the
time and perspectives they bravely shared with us. The DEI workgroup is currently
establishing a set of goals and action steps for restructuring MTAM in a more equitable
way. Some of our focus areas include:

Governance Review of the entire association to identify areas of improvement

● Diversity, equity, and inclusion processes
● Bylaw revisions
● Identification and expansion of supports/support systems to establish affinity groups

for music therapists in Minnesota (members and nonmembers)
● Intentionally building relationships with music therapists in Minnesota
● Reviewing what the current board is doing (i.e. DEI trainings, research, etc.) while

also apologising for what we have not done
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● Sharing about the conference, send out a survey, or ask folks to help us create a
survey

● Creating and reviewing an open-ended form for continual and anonymous feedback

MTAM is committed to establishing trust with Minnesota music therapists. We recognize
that the first step in moving forward is to acknowledge the harm that we have caused.
We humbly apologize for not adequately supporting our minoritized music therapists
and for the harm our inaction has caused. We commit to providing transparency with
our current work and our future plans. We strive to be clear about MTAM’s goals, and
we invite the Minnesota music therapy community to hold MTAM accountable to those
goals. We acknowledge that MTAM will likely continue to make mistakes, but we are
committed to engaging in uncomfortable conversations. We welcome feedback, and we
are committed to creating an organization that truly supports our entire Minnesota music
therapy community.

As we seek to improve our organization, we welcome your continual feedback. We seek
feedback from those currently and formerly connected to the field of music therapy.
Please share this form with your current and former colleagues, students, and interns:
https://forms.gle/v8ZhqWCqvxCpr2yJ8. As we continue our efforts, we also plan to send
a more comprehensive survey to all MN MTs, interns, and students. Please keep an eye
out for that survey in the next few months.

MTAM Private Practice List
MTAM is updating our private practice list! The purpose of this list is to increase
consumer access to music therapy services by providing contact information for board
certified music therapists who serve their population in their geographic location.
Professionals may also use the list to provide community music therapy referrals for
patients/clients. If you operate as a private practice, small business, sole proprietorship,
LLC, corporation, DBA, non-profit, subcontractor, or independent contractor in
Minnesota, please complete this Google form and your information will be added to our
list.
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfeyR0231vFKrFxwchb3cxIdvbx5TWUbLPl
25SZ7roP8TK53Q/viewform?usp=sf_link

Please note that MTAM will not specifically endorse or give preference to any music
therapy private practices on this list. We are providing information to consumers so they
might find the best fit for them.
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Government Relations Update
Submitted by Margaret M. Sonsteby, M.A., MT-BC, Neurologic Music Therapist

The Minnesota Legislature is currently adjourned until January 31, 2022. Before then,
we are hoping to meet with the chairs of the House and Senate Health and Human
Services committees along with Sen. Jerry Newton (37, DFL) in order to have a game
plan for what to do for the next legislative session.

The State Recognition Task Force (STRF), led by the wonderful and dedicated Ericha
Rupp and now co-led with Todd Schwartzberg, has been working incredibly hard in
getting a bill to push through for music therapy to be a licensed profession in Minnesota!
With the help and guidance of Senator Newton, who was the chief author of the
licensure bill this past spring, we will continue our efforts into the 2022 session. We're
still hoping to find a chief author from the House of Representatives side to support the
companion bill.

As you can imagine, COVID has thrown a wrench into the legislators' priorities and
approaches to everything, but we'll continue to strive to make connections and
advocate!

That's where you come in:
Please reach out to YOUR representatives and plant the seed about the work you do
and about music therapy! They listen most of all to their own constituents and those
who serve their constituents. Not sure who represents you or those you serve? No
problem! Just go to https://www.gis.leg.mn/iMaps/districts/ to find your district
representatives! It can be a phone call, an email, and if you're feeling ambitious, ask for
a meeting (in-person or via video platform.)

Below are some talking points:

Identify who you are, where you work and the types of clientele that you get to provide
services to or what your experience with music therapy has been. We are hoping to get
their support when we get a bill introduced later in the legislative session that would
provide a license to all practicing, board-certified music therapists in Minnesota. Why?

● Minnesotans can more easily access music therapy services.

States outline qualifications for employment and inclusion in state programs. State
licensure will help ensure that Minnesotans have access to music therapy services by
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personnel who are trained, equipped, held to high standards of ethics and
professional practice, and demonstrate competency through board certification and
continuing education activity.

● To avoid confusion.

Official state recognition of the MT-BC credential will help healthcare facilities (which
rely upon state regulations) address the confusion regarding the difference between
music therapists, music practitioners, music thanatologists, and other non-music
therapy musicians in healthcare.

● To protect consumers and the government.

Ensures protection for the public by requiring individuals to meet national standards if
individuals present themselves as music therapists.

We need our voices and the voices we serve to be heard, so thank you so much for
your part in helping to make this happen!

Need some extra support during this difficult time?
Visit these COVID-19 Resources Pages

AMTA - https://www.musictherapy.org/about/covid19_resources/
MTAM - http://musictherapymn.com/links/mtam-covid-19-resources/

For financial support, please consider applying for MTAM’s Professional
Scholarship or MTAM’s Jenn Werner Assistance Fund.

http://musictherapymn.com/membership/mtam-scholarships/
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Peer Supervision Groups

Special Education
Music therapists working in special education gather periodically during the year. For
more information and to add your name to the email list, contact
jennifer.pelletier@msa.state.mn.us

Neurologic Music Therapy
NMT-MN is a Local Support Chapter designed to provide affiliates of the Academy of
Neurologic Music Therapy an opportunity to meet in person or virtually with NMTs in
their region. These meetings provide an opportunity to develop a deeper understanding
of the specific NMT techniques within clinical practice and to minimize erroneous
representation of NMT through video examples and clinical discussions. In addition to
some formal agenda items, we spend time  networking, asking questions, discussing
current literature and connecting with fellow NMTs. In order to participate, you must
have completed a current NMT institute training or fellowship within the last 5 years and
be in good standing with the Academy.

For more information, please contact Vicki Sommerfeldt at vsommerfeldt@usfamily.net

Minnesota Music Therapy Business Owners (MN MTBO)
MN MTBO has proved to be a great way to foster collaboration, enhance
communication, provide support and guidance, expedite placement of referrals between
music therapists, and provide continuing education related to business ownership in
music therapy. It has been particularly helpful in keeping up on changes and providing
support and encouragement during COVID and with the increased referrals with
waivers. The group is open to those who are the primary owner(s) of a private practice
serving clients in Minnesota. In addition to meetings we have a Google group, MN
MTBO Facebook group, MN Music Therapy Businesses Coping with Covid Facebook
group, as well as an ongoing spreadsheet to help identify current business needs and
successes, areas and populations served, and organizational information.

Business owners please make sure to update your information on the spreadsheet if
you are an approved provider for CADI, CAC, DD, and BI waivers, and if you do or don’t
have openings.

Our next MN MTBO meeting will be held via zoom Monday December 6th at 7:30  PM.
Contact Melissa Spiess with any questions or to be added to the Google group:
melissa@livingspirittherapy.com or 651-363-3936.
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Congratulations MTAM Lifetime
Achievement Award Recipient

Becky Pansch
Nominated by Linnea Bowens-Larson, Jillian
Kirkeide, and Claire Klein

Becky Pansch graduated from the University of
Minnesota in 1994 with an equivalency degree
(following a degree in Music Education from St.
Olaf) and completed her internship with Osseo
public schools in 1995. Becky was the first
full-time hospice music therapy at Fairview
Home Care and Hospice in 1995, one of the first
of two hospice music therapy programs in the
state. She continues to diligently and lovingly
care for this program through many expansions,
new hires, mergers, and changes. This program
now employs six music therapists because of
the foundation of clinical care she laid. Becky
also earned further training in Neurologic Music
Therapy at the 3rd NMT training in 2000 then
brought the NMT training to Minnesota in 2003
which then launched the MacPhail Music

Therapy program. She has mentored many students completing their practica. She
established a strong music therapy presence with the Minnesota Network of Hospice
and Palliative Care by serving on the Education Committee for 10 years. During this
time, she advocated for music therapists’ presence at conferences providing music
between sessions so clinicians can get a taste of music therapy and making it possible
for music therapists to earn CMTEs at MNHPC conferences. She served as a co-chair
for a Great Lakes Regional Conference in 2003. She served on the MTAM Board where
it was her idea to start the Reimbursement Committee and she was the first appointed
Reimbursement Chair. Becky and colleague Dawn McDougal Miller began the
Minnesota Hospice Music Therapy group in 1996, with a goal of collaborating and
sharing best practices. This group still meets regularly today and was an important
resource for MN hospice music therapists during the pandemic. She is a vocal advocate
for music therapy to the community and administrators and a caring clinician for patients
and families.
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Congratulations MTAM Service Award
Recipient Jessica DeVillers

Nominated by Michelle Doree and
Peter Meyer

Some of Jessica’s contributions to
music therapy include being a clinician,
author, instructor, and serving the
music therapy community in multiple
capacities. Jessica has worked as a
music therapist for fourteen years. She
has demonstrated nothing but care and
compassion for her patients. This was
evidenced not only through first person
observations but in conversation with
her peers and her supervisors. During
her time in long term care, she created
innovative programming designed to bring living into end-of-life care.

In clinical work, Jessica has supervised practicum students and interns for more than
ten years. She began the internship program at Woodbury Health Care Center and has
supervised interns in long term care and with Allina Hospice. As a former practicum
student of Jessica, I (Michelle) can personally speak to her style of supervision which is
incredibly supportive allowing students the space for creativity but also providing the
structure needed to feel secure in early clinical work.

She serves as an instructor at Augsburg University, teaching functional music skills to
the undergraduate students in their music therapy program. In 2010 she co-authored
the book, Guitar Skills for Music Therapists and Music Educators, which has become a
standard text for students all over the nation.

Outside of educational and clinical work, Jessica has served the Music Therapy
Association of Minnesota as President-Elect, President, and Past President and as a
Member-at-Large. Jessica was the GLR Conference Co-chair for the 2015 conference
and served on the instrument committee for the National Conference in 2019.  She has
also served as the GLR Representative on the Professional Advocacy Committee.
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Congratulations Friend of MTAM Award
Recipient Dr. Penny Wheeler

Nominated by Jessica DeVillers and Peter
Meyer

Penny Wheeler, MD, is the Chief Executive
Officer of Allina Health, with responsibilities
for setting the overall strategic direction for
Allina Health, focusing on ensuring that the
organization delivers exceptional care and
supporting the health and well-being of all
those served.

Under Dr. Wheeler’s leadership, Allina
Health has sharpened its focus on serving
those who have been under-served by the

health care system. She has overseen the creation of Courage Kenny Rehabilitation
Institute to serve individuals with disabilities, significant investments in Allina Health’s
mental health capabilities to serve those with mental illness and addiction issues, and
community-based efforts focused on addressing systemic inequities in care to serve
those facing disparities.

Modern Healthcare recognized Dr. Wheeler in the top 25 women in health care. She
was named one of the 100 most influential people in health care and was recognized as
one of the 50 most influential clinical executives.

In an article for Health Leaders, Dr. Wheeler stated, "One of the things that I always say
about leadership is that you just can never, ever forget who you serve and why." This is
illustrated in an event which occurred about two years ago. Dr. Wheeler was in a
parking ramp and was approached by a gentleman who works in environmental
services at Abbott-Northwestern Hospital. After a brief exchange, Dr. Wheeler asked
about his favorite part of working at Abbott-Northwestern Hospital. He stated
“participating in music therapy groups,” and he invited her to attend. Dr. Wheeler came
and she participated in the group. Afterward she took the time to get to know both staff
and patients. Pre-COVID, Dr. Wheeler has been an advocate for expanding music
therapy services into the community. Additionally, Dr. Wheeler attended the AMTA
national conference when it was in Minnesota. Dr. Wheeler has been an advocate for
the music therapists at Allina Health and throughout Minnesota.
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MTAM Member News
*** Claire Klein, former MTAM president, was ordained to the
United Church of Christ on August 29, 2021. This multi-year
process included earning a Masters of Divinity, writing papers,
supervised ministry internship and Clinical Pastoral Education
credit in the community, interviews with committees, discernment,
prayer, self-reflection, and a vote from church members. She will
not be leaving her work as a hospice music therapist to serve a
church, however. Her call to ministry is to continue in this vocation
recognizing the divine spirit and spark of love that resides in all of
her patients. She hopes to start a worship service for people with
dementia and their care partners eventually, once COVID

conditions become more welcoming to this population.

*** Greetings, friends and colleagues, from
Jennifer Hicks in sunny Arizona! While
Minnesota is still our primary residence, we are
spending the winter in Tucson and will ultimately
be moving here permanently. I am continuing to
provide clinical services remotely through Joyful
Noises LLC and supervision/mentorship through
MT Mentor
(https://joyfulnoisesllc.com/mt-mentor/). I am still
going to be a member of MTAM and look forward
to staying connected with you all, whether in person or virtually. Please feel free to
reach out if you have any questions or would like the full story of this new adventure. As
always, know that I am grateful to be a part of this community!

*** Past President Michelle
Doree and her husband,
Brian welcomed a baby girl
on October 1, 2021. Sophia
Lee Doree was 9 lbs and 20
1/4 inches long. Mom, Dad,
Sophia, and canine brother,
Oliver, are happily navigating
their new family dynamics.
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*** We have exciting news from Naomi Bird! After more than a decade away from
music therapy, I have become recertified and am thrilled to be starting my new role as
one of the music therapists for Ecumen Hospice in North Branch. In the time since
graduating from the U of M and interning at Good Samaritan Society - Stillwater, I have
lived in Denver, moved back to Minneapolis, birthed 4 babies, held numerous gigs as a
pianist and piano teacher and writer, and helped my husband with his own music

business as a tenor and concert producer. I always
figured I would get back into music therapy eventually,
but had no timeline on it. Early this spring some friends
and I went through Julie Cameron's The Artist's Way
book (highly recommend), and toward the close of our
journey together I was startled to find myself wondering
about recertification, realizing that 'eventually' might be
this year! Special thanks to Erin Fox and Lindsay
Markworth for helping me back into the field. I look
forward to getting reacquainted with my old classmates
and colleagues. I'm one of those weirdos who actually
really likes Zoom (even for teaching piano lessons!) so
I'd love to connect with some of you in the near future,
whether in person or virtually.

MTAM would like to highlight all of the great things you do in our newsletter!
Please send submissions and photos to newslettermtam@gmail.com

GLR Conference 2022

Join us for the GLR Virtual Conference
April 6-9, 2022!

We’re excited to announce that Suzanne Hanser,
EdD, MT-BC will be our Keynote Speaker!

More information about Institutes, CMTEs, and
registration is coming soon.

GLR is committed to providing an accessible,
affordable conference for all music therapists.

Visit the website for more information.
https://www.glr-amta.org/conference-overview/
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Minnesota Internship Updates
Joyful Noises and Twin Cities Music Therapy Services
Internship Directors: Jennifer Hicks, MT-BC, RYT and Lindsay Markworth, M.A., MT-BC,
Nordoff Robbins Music Therapist

Due to Jennifer’s move to Phoenix, as well as some other changes for both supervising
music therapists, we are going to be removing our combined internship site from the
national roster list after the current intern has completed his hours. We are no longer
able to have other interns or practicum students observe the work that we do.

Minnesota State Academy for the Blind
Internship Supervisor: Jennifer Pelletier, MT-BC

We are in full swing at the Minnesota State Academy for the Blind. Our current intern,
Jenna McMains, is a double major (music education and therapy) from Wartburg
College, and is already almost half way through her internship! Along with the usual
groups and 1:1's at MSAB, she's been hitting the ground running as students have been
busy writing/recording a new song for White Cane Day in October, learning braille music
in our first year-long braille music class (or at least in recent history!), exploring adaptive
technology for the visually impaired....and preparing for an "in-person" choir and rock
band concert!  Former intern Callie Hensler has moved back to Minnesota and is
working with St. Paul Public Schools! Former intern Claire Loritz took a job with
Mendota Mental Health Institute in Madison, Wisconsin last spring.

Park Nicollet Health Services
Internship Director: Dawn McDougal Miller, MME, MT-BC, Fellow in the Association for
Music and Imagery

Supervising Music Therapists: Sandra Holten, MT-BC, NMT Fellow; Gretchen Marble,
MT-BC; Amanda Verstegen, MA, MT-BC; Nora Turnbloom, MA, MT-BC; Leanne Barck,
MME, MT-BC; Daniela Schmiedlechner, MT-BC

Internship Includes: Park Nicollet Clinics, Methodist Hospital, Frauenshuh Cancer
Center, Park Nicollet Methodist Home Hospice, Struthers Parkinson’s Center, Melrose
Eating Disorder Program, and Regions Hospital Medical Units
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Exciting news:
We have recently added another location to the Park Nicollet Music Therapy internship.
This is an optional, one day per week, placement for interns on the medical units at
Regions hospital in St. Paul. Regions Hospital is part of the Health Partners/Park
Nicollet healthcare system. We are excited to welcome Daniela Schmiedlechner, the
Music Therapist at Regions, to our Music Therapy internship supervision team!

Current interns:
● Isaac Kidder – Augsburg University
● Jenna Kyber -  Appalachian State
● Mikaela Lee -  Augsburg University

● Michaela Miller -  University of
Dayton

● Hailey Ward -  Augsburg University

Recent former interns who have completed internships:
● Ellyn Winski – University of Dayton, MT position at Vitas hospice in Chicago
● Meara von Malottke – University of Iowa, MT position at Lifesprk in hospice and

Long Term Care
● Marshall Yoes – University of Minnesota, working in behavioral health program

through Allina with Bridget Doak, PhD, MT-BC
● Andee Schueler Sherman – St. Mary-of-the Woods College, MT position with

Keynote Music Therapy in Twin Cities (owned by former Park Nicollet MT intern,
Kayla Shafer!)

Accepted for internship in 2022:
● January 2022 start date:  Martha Young (Augsburg University) & Laura Beth

Reznicek (University of Iowa)
● April 2022 start date:  Kristi McNellis (Augsburg University) & Catherine Cook

(University of Georgia)

Are you an internship supervisor?
Tell us about the great work your current and graduated interns are doing!

Interns - Tell us about your special projects and other accomplishments!

Send articles and photos to newslettermtam@gmail.com
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Congratulations Terrie (Wolles) McCoss
Internship Scholarship Winner

Marshall Yoes grew up in a musical family in
Phoenix, Arizona. After receiving his bachelor’s
degrees in psychology and trumpet
performance from Lawrence University in
Appleton, Wisconsin, he moved to the Twin
Cities. He worked for a few years and then
began his music therapy and trumpet
performance degree programs at the University
of Minnesota Twin Cities. During his studies at
the U of M, he had the privilege of presenting
his research at the 2019 Great Lakes Region
Music Therapy Conference poster session and
the 2019 AMTA National Conference Oral
Research Session Presentation. He is currently

finishing his music therapy internship at Park Nicollet and has accepted a position at
Allina Health working in inpatient mental health. In addition to his music therapy work,
Marshall enjoys going to Minnesota United soccer games with his fiancée and continues
to perform with various groups around the Twin Cities, including the funk-rock circus
Porky’s Groove Machine. He is incredibly grateful to all of the music therapists from
Minnesota that he has had the privilege to learn from and is honored to receive the
Terrie (Wolles) McCoss Internship Scholarship.

University Student Updates
Augsburg University
Submitted by Maria Kratz

This semester, the students in the music therapy
program at Augsburg University have had the
opportunity to return to in-person practicum placements.
After two and a half semesters of virtual interaction in
the practicum space, it has been a welcome change of
pace to experience clinical sessions live!  This has also
provided upperclassmen to compare and contrast the
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benefits and differences between the virtual and live practicum formats. What the
students at Augsburg found is that the virtual format created a natural space to focus on
clinical documentation and assessment/analysis, while the in-person format allows
students to develop their clinical music skills and form effective therapeutic
relationships.

The Augsburg Student Music Therapy Association (ASMTA) has also taken advantage
of the opportunity to return to in-person collaboration.  As part of the Augsburg
Homecoming festivities, ASMTA put up an interactive informational display about music
therapy complete with homemade ‘boomwhackers’ (tuned to a C major scale) for
observers to play! ASMTA has also hosted monthly jam sessions and a Halloween
karaoke night.  It has been rewarding and energizing to be back making music together!

University of Minnesota
Submitted by Natasha Stark

MTSA’s October social night: music
themed Bingo at Coffman Memorial
Union!

Despite not being able to meet in-person
at all last year due to the pandemic, the
Music Therapy Student Association
(MTSA) at the University of Minnesota -
Twin Cities has been quite active this
year! Most of our meetings and events are
in-person, but meetings also have a

virtual option so that we can maximize accessibility to our members. Throughout this
Fall 2021 semester, we have enjoyed connecting over a study night and a music
themed bingo event (pictured). We have also had some amazing visitors come to speak
at our group meetings. In October, we had a virtual alumni panel where several of our
music therapy alumni gave us insight into their music therapy internship experiences,
which was especially helpful to current seniors. At our November meeting, Ericha Rupp
(MT-BC), owner of Note-Able Music Therapy Services of MN and Chair of the
Minnesota State Recognition Task Force, joined us to talk about music therapy
advocacy and licensure.

The COVID-19 pandemic has definitely altered our learning experiences in several
ways. Last year, our music therapy program was 100% virtual, including classes and
practicum. We are all happy to be back in-person (masked, of course) this fall! The
general consensus is that we prefer the in-person modality, but we are grateful for the
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learning experiences we received virtually last year. Although the past year challenged
our technological skills and capabilities, we are still benefiting from the skills we learned
during that time. Now that we are more experienced at the virtual modality, a bit more
flexibility is possible for those who are not able to make it to class (especially if they may
be ill or awaiting COVID test results)—we often Zoom them into our live classroom! In
addition, our students had a wide array of in-person options for practicum this Fall,
which has been exciting for them. We feel fortunate to be back in person, but we
continue to be cautious as we learn how to best protect ourselves and our service users
during the pandemic.

Many of our members, especially upperclassmen, attend music therapy conferences,
which MTSA helps to supplement the cost for. During the pandemic, our members have
enjoyed the flexibility of virtual music therapy conference experiences. Both the national
and regional conferences available have given us an immense amount of resources,
connections, and opportunities to expand our knowledge of the field. The internship fairs
have especially helped our juniors and seniors as they search for sites that most align
with their interests and values. Many of us also enjoy being able to access the
conference videos for some time after the conference. We are looking forward to future
learning opportunities like these, including the Great Lakes Regional Conference
coming up next! We also look forward to conferences being back in person when it is
safe to do so, as many of us have only experienced virtual conferences.
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To contribute articles and photos,
e-mail MTAM Newsletter Editor Beth Engelking, M.A., MT-BC, NMT

Fellow NewsletterMTAM@gmail.com
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